
CASE STUDY

MPO Engaged Synack to Transform Their Security Testing 
A SaaS supply chain company was extending their reach into international 
markets. They needed to expand their cybersecurity efforts to help them 
consistently deliver a safe, outstanding customer experience.

Prior to Synack, we made use of local, traditional pentest companies. But as 

our international ambitions grew, we were looking for an international, renowned 

name in pentesting.” 

ANDRE VAN MULLIGEN, SECURITY OFFICER

“

Results

• Pentesting philosophy changed to 

be an integral part of security testing 

instead of treating each pentest as a 

one-off exercise

Situation

MPO empowers brands and logistics service providers to consistently 

deliver on the perfect order: on-time and in-full at the lowest possible 

cost. Given the nature of MPO’s business, they are entrusted with both the 

data from their customers fulfilling orders and their customer’s customers 

placing orders. MPO needed to ensure that their security standards and 

practices would hold up against adversaries wanting to break into systems 

and steal customer data for ransom. Their goal was to have no critical 

cybersecurity incidents.

Problem 
MPO was using local, traditional pentesting organizations. They performed well, but the company needed to demonstrate that 

they were taking cybersecurity to the next level with state-of-the-art practices in pentesting. They turned to Synack, due in large 

part to its international reputation and name recognition in the cybersecurity industry. They were also impressed with Synack’s 

continuous, on-demand pentesting approach and willingness to engage in a long-term relationship.

Synack Solution

To minimize impact to customers, MPO set up a dedicated pentesting environment that mirrored their web production environment. 

Synack Red Team members took a proactive approach to pentesting and considered customized solutions to meet the company’s 

unique needs. Researchers looked for a wide variety of potential issues, including unprotected API keys, CSRF, XSS, IDOR, and 

unrestricted file uploads, of which some were found.

Synack shared pentest vulnerability findings with MPO’s management team in digestible formats, including video clips. From there, 

the development team was responsible for remediating the vulnerabilities found, which they were able to do within days of the initial 

pentest performed. The MPO team also used Synack’s Patch Verification capability, where the  finding researcher confirms that a 

discovered vulnerability is no longer exploitable.  

MPO received pentest results quickly, closed security holes and now maintains a safer environment for their worldwide customer base. 
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